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The week in wildlife – in pictures: a baby gorilla, a rare black leopard and a sucker-bum squid



03/15/2024 - 03:00



The best of this week’s wildlife photographs from around the world
Continue reading...
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Put Thames Water into special administration, Lib Dems tell ministers



03/15/2024 - 03:00



Party calls for firm to be wound up as it seeks shareholder bailout, higher bills and lower fines
Thames Water should be put into special administration by the government and reformed as a public benefit company, the Liberal Democrats have said.
Sarah Olney, the Lib Dems’ Treasury spokesperson, has called in a parliamentary debate for the biggest privatised English water company to be wound up under legislation that has recently been updated by ministers.
Continue reading...
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‘We don’t know where the money is going’: the ‘carbon cowboys’ making millions from credit schemes



03/15/2024 - 02:00



Carbon schemes are touted as a way to transfer billions in climate finance to the developing world – but people at the Kariba project in Zimbabwe say most of the profits never arrive
In the districts surrounding Lake Kariba in Zimbabwe, most people have little idea their villages were at the centre of a multimillion-dollar carbon boom. Punctuated by straw-thatched mud houses, the Miombo woodlands on the edge of the enormous artificial lake are mostly home to smallholder farmers. The gravel roads are full of potholes; cars are infrequent, as are medical facilities and internet connections. Data on the region is patchy, but Hurungwe district, that covers a number of the villages has an average poverty rate of 88%.
These communities fall within the vast, lucrative Kariba conservation project, encompassing an area almost the size of Puerto Rico. It is among the largest in a portfolio of forest offsetting schemes approved by Verra, the world’s largest certifier. Since 2011, this project alone has generated revenue of more than €100m (£85m) from selling carbon credits equivalent to Kenya’s 2022 national emissions to western companies, according to now-deleted figures published by the project developer. Proponents say these schemes are a quick way of transferring billions of dollars of climate and biodiversity finance to the developing world through company net zero pledges.
Continue reading...
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British Wildlife Photography awards – in pictures



03/15/2024 - 02:00



The winners of the annual British Wildlife Photography awards have been announced, with the winner – an image of invasive goose barnacles hitching a lift across the ocean on a discarded football – chosen from more than 14,000 submissions
Continue reading...
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Water firms’ profits in England and Wales almost double since 2019, find Lib Dems



03/15/2024 - 02:00



Party to call for measures to stop companies prioritising profit over environment at spring conference
Water companies in England and Wales have almost doubled their profits since 2019.
During this parliament, which started in 2019, pre-tax profits at water companies have climbed by 82%, according to a Liberal Democrat analysis of Companies House data.
Continue reading...
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Australian Alps face world’s largest loss of snow by end of century, research shows



03/15/2024 - 01:04



Study of global heating finds snowfall in Victoria and New South Wales could decline much faster than in other alpine areas around the world
Follow our Australia news live blog for latest updates
Get our morning and afternoon news emails, free app or daily news podcast
Global heating will cause snow cover in the Australian Alps to decline by 78% by the end of the century – much faster than the declines assessed in six other major skiing regions, new research has found.
The study published today by researchers from Germany’s University of Bayreuth cautioned about the quickening consequences of the climate crisis, predicting 13% of ski areas across the globe may lose all natural snow cover in a future with high emissions.
Sign up for Guardian Australia’s free morning and afternoon email newsletters for your daily news roundup
Continue reading...
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France’s lower house votes to limit ‘excesses’ of fast fashion with environmental surcharge



03/14/2024 - 20:41



Measure is part of package aimed at limiting pollution associated with cheap, imported clothes
France’s lower house of parliament has backed a string of measures to make low-cost fast fashion, especially items from Chinese mass producers, less attractive to buyers.
Thursday’s vote makes France the first country in the world “legislating to limit the excesses of ultra fast fashion”, said Christophe Bechu, minister for the ecological transition. The measures still require a vote in the Senate.
Continue reading...
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UK scheme to spur take-up of heat pumps delayed after gas lobby pressure



03/14/2024 - 12:28



Mechanism is vital to boost the ‘only viable option’ to decarbonise emissions from heating homes, says green charity
The government has delayed by a year its scheme for spurring the take-up of heat pumps, under pressure from the gas boiler industry.
The clean heat market mechanism is intended to force heating installers to fit more low-carbon heat pumps, to meet the UK’s net zero greenhouse gas emissions target and save energy.
Continue reading...
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Hottest city in US saw record 645 deaths related to high temperatures in 2023



03/14/2024 - 11:53



Number of heat-related deaths in Phoenix, Arizona was more than 50% higher than 2022, which officials say ‘can be prevented’
Public health officials in Arizona’s most populous county on Wednesday reported they confirmed a staggering 645 heat-associated deaths last year – more than 50% higher than 2022 and another consecutive annual record in arid metro Phoenix.
The numbers in the preliminary report by the Maricopa county department of public health alarmed officials in America’s hottest big metro, raising concerns about how to better protect vulnerable groups such as homeless people and older adults from the blistering summer heat.
Continue reading...
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UK government overturns plans to phase out badger cull



03/14/2024 - 09:36



‘Sunak now wants all the badgers dead,’ says ecological consultant Tom Langton
The government has U-turned on its plans to phase out the badger cull, with proposals to exterminate the vast majority of some local populations across much of south-west and central England.
Ministers plan to introduce controversial targeted culling, also known as “epidemiological culling” or “epi-culling”, whereby populations of badgers can be reduced to almost zero in some areas where cattle are deemed to be at high risk of contracting bovine TB (bTB).
Continue reading...
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